A few years ago, the Workforce
Subcommittee of the EmPower North
Dakota Commission was brainstorming
ways to engage North Dakota students
regarding the abundant natural resources
in the state and how they’re used to
create energy. The commissioners,
appointed by the North Dakota Governor,
represent all of the state’s energy sectors
and are keenly aware of the need to get
students interested in energy and future
career opportunities in the industry at an
earlier age. The Subcommittee engaged a
variety of stakeholders and found
statewide support for the development
of North Dakota-specific energy
curriculum which focused on the state’s
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to deliver educational energy content was
found to be North Dakota Studies, a required course for both 4 th and 8th grade students in the state.
The purpose of the project was to provide the following benefits:







Updated and online curriculum to include relevant information about N.D.’s robust energy resources in
N.D. Studies courses in 4th and 8th grade.
N.D. students and teachers have the opportunity to learn about energy through delivery of current
curriculum, including the demonstration of relevancy to N.D.
Teachers receive training on content and delivery of new curriculum and technology.
Potential for mitigating the urgent workforce needs within the energy industry in N.D due to increased
interest and understanding of energy industry and abundance of career options.
Provides more educated citizens and contributors to N.D.’s future workforce.
Supports Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics (STEM) emphasis.

Engaging Bismarck State College’s Great Plains Energy Corridor Director as project manager, two-week energy
curriculum modules were created for both 4th and 8th grade North Dakota Studies courses, following social
studies, science, and common core state standards. The Energy Corridor collaborated closely with the State
Historical Society of North Dakota, which runs the North Dakota Studies program and also provides online
curriculum. By partnering on the approach to web curriculum, the final product links several North Dakota
Studies components together to make it more user-friendly for teachers.

Each module includes three to five readymade activities and quizzes for teachers
to use with their classes that can be
downloaded as a PDF or as a Microsoft
Word document that can be adapted and
tailored to fit the needs of the students.
There is also a “Careers in Energy” section
that provides a brief description of a
variety of positions in the energy industry
and links wage information and skills
needed for future career opportunities.
The curriculum was funded through the
North Dakota Industrial Commission’s
Lignite Research and Oil and Gas
Research Programs and matching
donations from energy industry
stakeholders. Stakeholders from the
industry, including Marathon Oil, Whiting
One selection from 25 different energy careers showcased on the
energy curriculum website.
Petroleum, Tesoro Corporation, and the
North Dakota Petroleum Council, provided more than $150,000 worth of in-kind resources and media to make
the online curriculum engaging and interactive. Videos, pictures, and maps bring the topic to life as students
scroll through the different modules. Bismarck State College’s National Energy Center of Excellence also
developed an animation that walks students through the steps needed to create electricity from a variety of
natural resources found in North Dakota.

Since the curriculum’s launch in October 2014,
use of the curriculum has continued to increase,
with almost 14,000 sessions by 10,000 users in
the most recent school year. The project
manager continues outreach for the curriculum,
touching more than 2,000 teachers at various
state workshops throughout the year.
Enhancements have been made to the twoweek curriculum, including:


Curriculum booklet: A hands-on
supplement was created and distributed
to all North Dakota Studies teachers in
the state. The material in the booklet
complements the online content and
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provides more opportunity for small-group work in the classroom. In addition, the curriculum booklets
were modeled after the annual report of the Great Plains Energy Corridor so that teachers requesting
new or replacement copies can have access to the most current material through the Energy Corridor
office. This has aided in the sustainability of the project.
Two-week lesson plan packages for both Level One and Level Two: Downloadable from the
curriculum website are all the files needed for a complete two-week lesson in the classroom. Included
in the files are daily activity guides, materials, standards, adaptations, and rubrics for assessments.
Besides being available on the website as a free download, flash drives with the materials were also
distributed to each North Dakota Studies teacher in the state.
Interactive Whiteboard Lessons: Bismarck State College’s Great Plains Energy Corridor partnered with
the State Historical Society of North Dakota to link the State Museum Gallery experience with the
classroom. A series of interactive whiteboard lessons were created that can be downloaded by
teachers and also used in the galleries for visiting school groups. The series of lessons use games and
interactivity to relate challenging concepts to students – such as the siting of pipelines. Many of the
lessons use video clips and pictures of museum artifacts, for example, in the “Archaeology and Energy”
lesson, students piece together geologic time and when fossil fuels were created in North Dakota.

Feedback for the curriculum has been
consistently positive, and teachers have
expressed gratitude for up-to-date and
accessible materials on energy for the
classroom, particularly with regards to oil
and gas development in the state. Where
much of the materials teachers said were
found through internet searches and
outdated books, they now have access to
factual content on oil development in North
Dakota.
Through this curriculum, students will have
increased awareness of the energy
resources that are right in their backyards.
They will know the facts of energy
development in North Dakota and be more
informed citizens. It is the hope of the
stakeholders that by learning about the
energy industry at an earlier age, students
will be more open to STEM courses
throughout their education and be more
prepared and interested in post-secondary
technical training and careers.
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